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PROTECTION / SIZE: ONE SIZE

ELBOW FOAM PADS 

PROTECTION / SIZE: ONE SIZE

KNEE FOAM PADS

Lightweight elbow pads with EVA foam padding. -- Dual D-ring velcro closure. -- Hollow recess in the elbow cup improves driving comfort. 
-- Durable outer shell. 

Lightweight knee pads with EVA foam padding. -- Dual D-ring velcro closure. -- Hollow recess in the knee cup improves driving comfort. 
-- Durable outer shell. 

Knee  653 6011 10
black

Elbow  653 6111 10
black

Clear, waterproof over-suit for competition use. -- Precise fit minimizes flapping at high speeds. -- Constructed with 100% waterproof materials and taped 
seams. -- Inner v-shaped gusset enables use during heavy downpours. -- High profile collar provides a complete seal against the elements. -- Elasticized 

cuffs on the wrists and ankles. -- Heavy duty, heat resistant, textile sleeve panels.

Three quarter length raincoat. -- Heavyweight coated nylon fiber material that keeps the elements out and the warmth in. -- Taped and sealed seams to 
ensure waterproof performance. -- Two large outer pockets and a hood with a clear visor and snaps.

RAIN GEAR / SIZE: 2XS-3XL
KART RAIN SUIT

RAIN GEAR / SIZE: M-2XL
MUD COAT

320 551 10 
black

326 6011 00
clear
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ACCESSORIES / SIZE: ONE SIZE

GEAR Bag
ACCESSORIES / SIZE: ONE SIZE

T-DYNO MESSENGER Bag

690 7111 32
red white

100% Nylon dobby and ballistic Nylon construction. -- Rigid frame foundation with oversized roller bearing wheels. -- Telescoping hide-away pull 
handle and anatomical grab handles. -- Durable foam wall inserts for maintaining shape. -- Fully lined and scratch resistant helmet pocket. -- Water 
and dirt resistant boot/shoe compartment with floating lining. -- Non woven bag for boot. -- Sealed soiled garment pocket with floating lining. -- One 
large side cargo pockets. -- One flat pocket. -- Oversized main compartment zippered access with collapsible walls to maximize interior space. -- Large 
silicone Astar logo graphics. --  Reflective piping, grommet venting, and full double needle construction. -- Dimensions: 82 cm x W 39 cm (45 cm 

with pocket) x H 36 cm (45 cm with boot compartment). Volume: 125Lt.

Hard wearing nylon construction with reinforced stitching for durability. -- Reflective details for improved visibility in poor conditions. -- Padded 
compartment can accommodate a notebook up to 15” in size. -- MP3 player pocket complete with an exit port for earphones. -- Media cable and 
power supply pockets. -- Multiple internal and external compartments for added convenience. -- Easy access mesh bottle pocket.  -- Grab handle and 

adjustable padded shoulder strap. -- Dimensions: 45cm x 32cm x 11cm.

Polyester softshell with waterproof membrane, waterproof zippers with mesh lined underarm ventilation, removeamble cobra hood. Highly detailed miniature 3D replica of the Alpinestars Tech 1 K shoe.  Accurately detailed and scaled for realism.  Has attached chain and key-ring.

ACCESSORIES / SIZE: S-2XL

NIGHT RIDER jaCkeT
ACCESSORIES / SIZE: ONE SIZE

TECH 1 K keyChaIN

1049 12003 10
black

610 6111 10
black

610  8711 111
black gray

610 8711 511
yellow gray



 
GP TECH SUIT
TECH 1-ZX GLOVE
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271 500 10 black 271 500 859  brown gold271 500 22 white pearl271 500 159 black gold 

TECH 1-Z Shoe
AUTO RACING / PRODUCED SIZES: 5-13 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 37-47 EUR

Complies with FIA8856-2000 homologation standard -- Single, large, Velcro® secured ankle strap for better shoe stability. -- Exclusive quick lacing system with Kevlar® reinforcement, developed from Alpinestars MotoGP technology for a  precise, secure closure. -- Thin flap closure together with thinner laces make the fit extremely 
comfortable and precise. -- Built in lateral forefoot support for improved stability and protection. -- Thin, fire retardant heel and counter delivers stability to the foot and allows precise switching between brake and accelerator. -- Lightweight, microporous padding around the heel and insole is comfortable for driving and walking. -- Built 

in foot bed engineered for greater feel and precision. -- Alpinestars exclusive thin rubber compound outsole provides excellent feel and grip.



ZX  NOMEX
UNDERWEAR 

TECH 1-ZX GLOVE

TECH 1-T SHOE
GP TECH SUIT

ZX  NOMEX
UNDERWEAR

TECH 1-T SHOE



GP PRO SUIT
TECH 1-Z 

GLOVE

NOMEX
UNDERWEAR
TECH 1-T SHOE
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271 000 27
white blue

271 000 239
white pink

271 000 114
anthracite

271 000 32
red white

271 000 19
silver

271 000 21
white black

TECH 1-T Shoe
AUTO RACING / PRODUCED SIZES: 5-13 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 37-47 EUR / EXCLUDING SIZES: 5.5(37.5), 6.5(38.5), 11.5 (45), 12.5(46) 

COLOR 239: PRODUCED SIZES: 3.5-10 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 35-43 EUR

Complies with FIA8856-2000 homologation standard. -- Low profile ankle coverage with single Velcro® ankle strap closure for stability. -- Built-in lateral forefoot support for improved stability and protection. -- Thin, fire retardant heel and counter delivers stability to the foot and allows precise switching between brake and accelerator. 
-- Lightweight, microporous padding around the heel and insole is comfortable for driving and walking. -- Built-in foot bed engineered for greater feel and precision.
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SP Shoe
AUTO RACING / PRODUCED SIZES: 5-13 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 37-47 EUR

Complies with FIA8856-2000 homologation standard and SFI 3.2 A/5 certified. -- Constructed from a blend of quality suede leathers. -- Ultra-lightweight, soft feel design with perforated tongue and lateral panels to maximize breathability. -- Soft, thin liner on the tongue and lateral panels offer improved comfort. -- The sharp, sleek 
profile is derived from Formula One to provide the best pedal interaction. -- F1-style sole uses Alpinestars’ exclusive rubber compound for improved pedal feel and grip in both wet and dry conditions.

271 0011 21 white black 271 0011 71 blue black271 0011 31 red black271 0011 10 black



TECH 1-T SHOE
ZX  NOMEX
UNDERWEAR
TECH 1-ZX
GLOVE
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TECH 1-K Shoe
KART RACING / PRODUCED SIZES: 2.5-13 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 34-47 EUR

Constructed from a combination of mesh and high-tech microfiber leather. -- Ultra-light with improved feel and breathability. -- Mesh panels in the tongue, heel and side offer excellent ventilation. -- Ultra-thin sole uses Alpinestars’ exclusive rubber compound for improved pedal feel and grip in both wet and dry conditions.

271 2011 20 white

271 2011 72 blue white

271 2011 32 red white271 2011 10 black

271 2111 231 white red black - LIMITED EDITION
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TECH 1-KS Shoe
yOUTh KART RACING / PRODUCED SIZES: 12.5-13.5-1-2 / CORRESPONDING TO: 30-33 EUR

Youth specific design and fit. -- Constructed from a combination of mesh and high-tech microfiber leather. -- Ultra-light with improved feel and breathability. -- Mesh panels placed in the tongue offer excellent ventilation. -- Ultra-thin sole uses Alpinestars’ exclusive rubber 
compound for improved pedal sensitivity and grip in both wet and dry conditions.

271 2511 32 red white271 2511 10 black

TECH 1-K SHOE
K-MX 7 SUIT



CASUAL / PRODUCED SIZES: 6-14 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 38-48 EUR
F1 SPORT Shoe

271 808 10 black 271 808 21white black 271 808 59 gold

Upper made from ultra lightweight, supple, synthetic leather. Soft and durable polyurethane (PU) molded heel for maximum durability and cushioning. -- Ultra low profile sole with a layered, sandwich, construction. Inner lining is made with 2mm EVA foam for comfort. Pressed internal midsole with glued 
steel shank for added comfort and support, coupled with an ultra-thin rubber outsole for greater flexibility and reduced weight. The outsole is oil resistant. -- Alpinestars excusive speed lace closure means quick and precise fitting. The PR Nylon laces run through PU eyelets and are secured with a self-locking 

clasp and the end of the laces can be secured either with the Velcro® tab on the heel, or, within a loop on the tongue.

NOMEX 
UNDERWEAR
GP PRO SUIT

TECH 1-Z GLOVE
TECH 1-T SHOE



SPORT ShOE / PRODUCED SIZES: 5-14 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 37-48 EUR
CREW Shoe

Lightweight, well ventilated shoe designed for automotive racing pit crews. -- Open air-mesh upper with excellent air flow properties. -- Welded cage provides a supportive structure for the whole foot.  -- Comfortable padded collar offers extra ankle support. -- Outsole designed to provide maximum cushioning 
and support while minimizing weight. -- Further cushioning granted via the soft EVA foam midsole. -- Hard EVA shank improves mid-foot support. -- Strategically placed rubber panels on the outsole maximize grip. -- Forefoot flex-grooves enhance shoe articulation. -- Segmented construction on the rear of the 

shoe helps maintain impact absorption. -- Air bladder component in the heel provides extra shock protection.

265 1011 213 white black red265 1011 119 black silver 265 1011 211 white gray 265 1011 219 white silver



TECH 1-T SHOE
GP TECH SUIT

ZX NOMEX
UNDERWEAR
TECH 1-ZX GLOVE



TECH 1-T SHOE
GP TECH SUIT

ZX  NOMEX
UNDERWEAR 

TECH 1-Z GLOVE


